CheckMate Capital Assets allows you to control your equipment, furniture, computers - their location, value and condition. Take physical inventory and compare to your current information. Keep updated records and print reports.

To get started, take an initial inventory and put a barcode label on the item. Then scan the barcode into a portable handheld terminal and enter the pertinent information. Upload that information into the CheckMate database—it’s that easy.

CheckMate Capital Assets is being used to track such diverse assets as furniture for an apartment rental agency, monitoring equipment in the forest for Fish & Game, and audio/visual equipment in a school district.

The system is designed to be very flexible and easy to use. For example, CheckMate doesn't dictate what to call your assets. You can assign a description to the asset using your own unique phrases (desk, green chair, monitor), or keep more detailed information, such as model number and serial number.

Multiple reports and queries allow you to view your data as you want. Print an asset list, discrepancy list after an inventory, or query what assets you have in a specific location.

Use barcodes for accuracy. Barcode data collection is virtually 100% accurate and fast. It eliminates the time spent recording the information and then keying it into the computer.

Why Manage Your Assets?
- Control asset shrinkage
- Reconcile records with physical assets
- Verify asset location
- Reduce audit expenses
- Retain accurate data for insurance claims
- Verify assets for property taxes
- Track asset maintenance
- Comply with Sarbanes-Oxley

Store Details about your Assets
- Manufacturer
- Where you purchased it
- Product or model number
- Serial number
- Location of each asset (building, room, cubicle)
- Condition
- Maintenance schedule
- Depreciation schedule
- Last date inventoried
- Dimensions: height, width, depth, diameter
- Finishes, fabrics, colors, wood types
The CheckMate Suite

CheckMate’s Suite of software offers a solution for small to mid-sized companies who want to track their important assets. The software shares inventory and badge databases, allowing easy integration of functions.

The Suite includes:
- Document Tracking
- Tool Tracking
- Inventory Control

Purchase one software package and add the others as needed. Or buy them all at once at a discount.

Dynamic Systems chooses the equipment for CheckMate users based on the multiple environments experienced. You can be assured all products are selected for their ruggedness, reliability and ease of use.

Labels for CheckMate Users

Barcode labels are available for virtually any environment from the labeling of assets and inventory to manufacturing clean rooms and for freezers or high temperature environments. They are available for applications that have a need for special materials and adhesives and range from tiny “dots” that are preprinted with 2-dimensional barcodes to very large labels that can be used on rolls of paper.

Dynamic Systems has tested a wide variety of label materials and adhesives; you can be assured the products you purchase are right for your environment.